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100 m high

Mörsdorf (Hunsrück)

360 m long

Free admission

85 cm wide

Over 500 persons
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The visitor centre (Kastellauner
Strasse 23) has a restaurant with
a relaxed beer garden and public
toilets, and will also provide you
with information all around the
bridge.

el

Our small museum in the Old Town Hall
(Kirchstr. 24) highlights the development of energy consumption. On
2
Sat & Sun, the museum cafe serves
home-made cakes, coffee, tea ...
Tel.: 0151 70039983
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Pension Kölzer — 5* holiday apartments & guest rooms in a fantastic,
quiet location with a great view,
bread roll/breakfast service, sauna.
www.pension-koelzer.de
Tel. 06762 8493, Windorfer Str. 8
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Geierlay

Enjoy the magnificent Geierlay bridge. Walk there by way of the
circular “Geierlayschleife” trail ( ), the heavenly Saar-Hunsrück
Climb ( ) or one of the varied Dream Loops ( ).

Geierlayschleife / Loop
Distance: 6,4 km
Duration: ca. 2,5 hours
Difficulty: medium
Altitude difference: ca. 150 m
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The approach route to the Geierlay bridge is a surfaced path ( ) of ca. 1.5
km that starts from the visitor centre in Mörsdorf. The circular, ca. 6.4 km
long ”Geierlayschleife” trail ( ) can either be joined at the southern edge of
the village (Auf der Lex 7 / Am Trafohäuschen) or at the bridgehead. This trail
partly coincides with the Saar-Hunsrück Climb, leading through the valley
and across the rope suspension bridge. It calls for surefootedness and sturdy
footwear.

Visitor centre in Mörsdorf
Tel.: +49 (0) 6762 9034080
www.geierlay.de
(news, information, opening times & events)
Tourist information for the Kastellaun holiday region
Marktstrasse 16 D-56288 Kastellaun
Tel.: +49 (0) 6762 401698 or 401873
info@kastellaun.com
www.kastellaun.de www.facebook.com/kastellaun
We would be happy to plan and organize your individual stay. Simply
give us a call or send us an e-mail and our team will look for suitable
accommodation for you, or for that special offer — without extra
costs! — We are always glad to be of help to you!
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Please only use the next designated parking space without
searching any further — you will be unable to get any nearer to the
bridge by car! Driving and parking on our village streets are only
permitted with a resident parking sticker. The parking fee (you’ll
need €-coins) helps to maintain the bridge.
Coaches are permitted to stop in front of the visitor centre for
loading and unloading. The coach parking space is located by the
L 204 to Treis-Karden, ca. 500 m after the sports field.

Germany’s longest rope suspension bridge
Right in the middle of the Hunsrück
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Gerds Brückenhütte — the snack
bar by the bridge. Fresh every day:
French fries, various sausages incl.
vegetarian, coffee, cake.
(Tel.: 0172 6516010, town centre,
Treiser Str. 1, heated tent in winter)
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Lively conviviality awaits you at the
hospitable, family-run Landgasthof
Wickert (Kirchstrasse 2)
— with home-style cooking and
stylishly furnished rooms.
www.landgasthof-wickert.de
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If you would like to enjoy authentic
and regional cooking, spiced with
innovative specialities and a good
pinch of hospitality, pay a visit to the
Treverer Culinarium.
www.treverer-eck.de (Fuchsgasse 2)
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Rosie’s Cafe — a former bakery,
open daily, town centre
(Kastellauner Str. 4), with baking
in the old tradition: bread, buns,
cakes and a lot more besides. We
are looking forward to your visit.
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The comfortable Pension
Platten (Pohlstr. 9) welcomes
you in a sunny and quiet location
for a relaxing stay in a family
atmosphere.
www.pension-platten.de
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The family-run Gasthaus Wendling/
Pension inn is situated directly by
the approach to the bridge. The sun
terrace invites to linger.
Tel.: 06762-1659, Bucher Weg 4,
www.gasthaus-wendling.de
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Pension Petryhof — guest rooms
& holiday apartment, ideal start for
hikes (with the dog) & horseback
hiking station. Kastellauner Str. 36
www.petryhof-moersdorf.de
Tel.: 06762 8369 (see big map)
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